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Follow process,
Be energy efficient

Because it's the thumb rule. Yes, 
in scientific manner we can say 
that the processes have been 
laid down, and whosoever will 

start will have to follow the same principle. 
This is what the processes and protocols 
do for us in our daily life. 

Living at a fast pace, we know how in-
dustry, technology and people function. An 
intuitive organisation is the one who sticks 
with the process. 

For the determined healthcare profes-
sionals, who aim to achieve the best, to 
be the best always require processes, 
SOPs and protocols. Not only do they 
abide by this themselves, they also ensure 
that it gets imbibed in the culture of the 
organisation. Processes is the mantra to 
success!

Let's get acquainted with the mean-

ing of the word process to mark the 
beginning of energy-efficient world for 
future generation. Let's join hands in the 
revolution, which is willing to make the 
world a better place to live-in. Let the 
technology aid us in making our environ-
ment green. 

A formal definition of process is: 
"Sequence of interdependent and linked 
procedures which at every stage, consume 
one or more resources (employee time, en-
ergy, machines, money) to convert inputs 
(data, material, parts, etc.) into outputs. 
These outputs, then serve as inputs for the 
next stage until a known goal or end result 
is reached."

In this newsletter, you will read stories 
of success which been attained by pro-
cesses and protocols that organisation 
adhere to. Here, we will be discussing all 
the processes and methods to lead to mak-
ing hospitals energy-efficient. 

The In-house ApproAch: The AsIAn 
InsTITuTe of oncology wAy 

These are some of the implementable 
practices adopted by the Asian Institute of 
Oncology in Mumbai. All these measures 
were done in-house. They had regular 
training, daily checking and monitoring. To 
complete the entire cycle, monthly audits 
were also performed. According to Rahul 
Dutta, GM-operations, Asian Institute 
of Oncology, they were able to achieve 
their goal of energy-efficiency within nine 
months. The in-house practices adopted 
are as follows:
1. Localise temperature through thermostat.
2. Switch policy.
3. Maintaining power factor of 0.99.
4. Reducing an area from getting overheated.
5. Optimisation of daylight and right pur-

chase for their requirements.
6. Utilisation of LED bulbs.

why AlwAys 'A' fIrsT And noT 'B'?
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The consulTAnT's ApproAch:  
The Apollo wAy

The entire experience of energy-efficiency 
is shared by Dr Mahesh Patel, quality and 
patient safety officer, Apollo Hospitals, 
Ahmedabad. The hospital is spread across 
41,000 sq-m and has 31,000 sq-m built-up 
area. It initiated energy conservation in 
electricity, fuel and water and also started 
exploring the possibility of cost effec-
tive energy conservation opportunities in 
these areas. The team under the guidance 
of leaders like Srikant Subudhi, deputy 
general manager, operations and Jatin Pan-
dya, chief of engineering service at Apollo 
Hospitals International Ltd, Ahmedabad, 
focused towards past consumption data 
to understand the scope/area of improve-
ment and the consumption pattern. How-
ever, it was not sufficient to get thorough 
the picture and hence the third party 
audit was performed to further strengthen 
the base on area(s) of improvements and 
area which need primary focus. They also 
focused on several conservation methods 
applicable to hospitals.

HVAC
•  Started robust periodic 

preventive and corrective 
maintenance programme.

• Retrofitting energy saving system.  
• Replacing existing inefficient energy 

consuming equipment with energy 
efficient equipment based on data/con-
sumption trend.    

• Installed flowing system to optimise 
performance. 

• E-meters for hourly monitoring and 
recording power consumption units for 
chiller, cooling towers and air handling 
units (AHU).  

• Variable frequency drives (VFD)  in high 
consumption areas and main chiller 
pump 

• Air curtains at various entrances.
• Auto temperature controller for cooling 

tower.
• Schedule of AHU and chiller operation
• Started de-scaling of the condenser unit 

twice in a year.
• Ensured proper chemical additives on 

cooling tower installed. 
• Converted around 40+ split air condi-

tioning units with centralised air condi-
tioning system. 

Understand yoUr energy Use: 
Look at your hospital and identify the major areas of energy consump-

tion. Check the condition and operation of equipment and monitor 
the power consumption over one week to obtain a base figure against 

which energy improvements can be measured. 

Prioritise yoUr actions:  
Draw up an action plan, detailing a schedule of improvements that 

need to be made. Also, list who will be responsible for them. 

Make the changes and MeasUre the savings:
Implement your energy-saving actions and measure against original 

consumption figures. This will assist future management decisions 
regarding your energy priorities. 

identify yoUr efficiency oPPortUnities: 
Compile an energy checklist. Walk round your building and complete 
the checklist at different times of the day and night to identify where 
energy savings can be made. 

seek sPecialist helP:
It may be possible to implement some energy saving measures in-
house, but others may require expert help. Discuss the more complex 
or expensive options with a qualified Energy Efficiency Specialist.

continUe Manages yoUr bUsiness for 
energy efficiency:
Enforce policies, systems and procedures to ensure that your  
business operates efficiently and that savings are maintained in the 
future.
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The energy effIcIenT process:

Donabedian proposed that we can measure the quality of healthcare by observing its struc-
ture, processes and outcomes. In the similar fashion, we can imply this definition, while 
working towards the aim of achieving energy efficiency. Tarun Katiyar, co-founder and 
principal consultant, Hospaccx Healthcare Consultancy, has shared with us the process:

An organisation can achieve energy-efficiency, adopting any one of the mentioned 
approaches: 
 In-house  
 Outsource - Hiring expert
The key is to understand your organisational needs, strategy, then practice and 
implement. Senior positions need to identify core areas: 
1.  Working on operational efficiency practices
2. Infrastructure changes/modifications. We advice focus on one core area at a time. 

Both approaches can be applied here, in-house or outsource.

how To AchIeve -
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Hospitals use recommissioning or retrocommissioning to ensure their 
plants are operating correctly. Although this improves performance, it 
is a static exercise that corrects issues only at one point in time. A bet-
ter approach is to use constant commissioning. This provides complete 
transparency and ensures that systems are running properly. 

ElECtriCAl EquipmEnts
• Maintaining power factor
• Changed old Uninterruptible 
Power Supply (UPS) units with 

energy efficient ones.
• Installed auto control system in water 

treatment plant.
• Reduction in usage of lights in odd hours. 

Also installed auto timers in some areas.
• The conversion of normal CFL/ halogen 

lamps to LED lights in public areas which 
is energy efficient. 

• Reduction in laundry operations hours 
from 24 hours to 16 hours.

FuEl mAnAgEmEnt
• Diesel was used to run a boiler 
for steam and hot water genera-
tion and other thermal applica-

tions such as catering and laundry facilities.
• Proposed pipeline natural gas (PNG) as 

an alternative for diesel and was very well 
available. A feasibility study was done 
for alteration in boiler system which was 
done at very nominal cost.  Advantage 
with pipeline natural gas (PNG) is, it is 
environmentally friendly and more eco-
nomical as compared with diesel.

WAtEr And WAstE  
mAnAgEmEnt
• Water flow meters to monitor 
and control water consumption. 

• An automated shutting system to control 
wastage of water.

• Tap restrictors provide equal flow in 
number of taps in washroom and reduced 
water flow.

• Installation of push taps which only 
operates when pressed; turn off after a 
particular time period.

• Shower regulators and water-efficient 
shower heads control the volume of water 
coming out of the taps.

• Infrared controllers in public places 
which provide water only when required, 
switch off automatically. 
Also started using the sewerage treatment 

plant (STP) treated water for maintenance 
of garden.
The outcomes in just eight to nine months:
• Diesel storage in hospital was brought 

down by 83%.
• Between 2013-14, the annual electricity 

usage fell by 19.4% 
• The annual cost incurred by use of boiler 

fuel reduced by 28.8%.
• Further, heating became much less reli-

Once the system is stabilised, it's necessary to find its 'peak perfor-
mance' capabilities. Organisation make a substantial investment in the 
chiller plant and other HVAC components; perfecting and protecting 
that equipment requires an investment as well. No matter the age of 
the system, one can start conserving energy right away by maximising 
what's already in place – identifying the key equipment, implementing 
set point adherence and then committing to preventive maintenance. 

 find the 'peak'

Information is only of value if it can be acted on for results. Thus, care 
needs to be taken to identify the most appropriate data, as the infor-
mation captured will help build the business case; supporting all deci-
sions regarding changes to the HVAC system and chiller plant. So, first 
verify the data. Next, define and prioritise the required action items.

understanding  the data and feedback loop
A Building Automation System (BAS) or Building Management Sys-
tem (BMS) running the HVAC is not adequate to provide the advanced 
analytics needed to holistically optimise HVAC plant. They are for 
sequences, and sequences are static and theoretical.  One needs ad-
vanced analytics to show how the system is really operating, and then 
tweak the building automation sequences for better optimisation, thus, 
establishing an efficient feedback loop.

After the analysis of the system's existing performance, it’s necessary 
to align common objectives with those of other stakeholders to target 
realistic goals. At this stage it is necessary to involve various stake-
holders in decision-making process, including operations, finance and 
the executive suite. Being equipped with immediate and appropriate 
feedback to help gain control of the building ensures the provision of 
high comfort levels. 
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evaluate your system’s current state

present data as an action plan

stabilise current operations

Analysing targets

The efficiency of the chiller depends on the amount of energy or elec-
trical current consumed for cooling, measured in kilowatt per ton (kW/
ton). The lower the kW/ton rating, the more efficient is the system. 
While not a very commonly used  criteria, it has proven to be  the 
cleanest metric for measuring optimisation, regardless of the type of 
equipment or power source. 
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MAke BMs, energy-effIcIenT By dr prAvIn A pAwAr

ant on diesel fuels, with PNG gas in use.
• Water usage has also been reduced to 

around 4% by adopting the new method-
ology.

• We have also achieved usage by 100% 
treated water for garden maintenance. 

• At current energy prices, the efficiency 
management program helped Apollo 
Hospitals to save about 17.4% yearly.
This audit helped Apollo in under-

standing new energy efficient tools 

which can provide significant energy 
conservation without compromising 
the quality. Efforts are made by Apollo, 
Ahemdabad team to move towards green 
building concept and long-term plan-
ning is to apply for the star rating for 
hospital building, certified by the Bureau 
of Energy Efficiency, Ministry of Power, 
Govt. Of India.

Editorial Contribution - Nidhi Behl
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4. reduce energy consumption
> Dashboards for Energy Managers, Facility Managers and CEOs to identify 

energy savings opportunities
> Measure against targets and easily identify poor performance
> Aggregate all your data in one location for more effective analysis

5. optimise power loading of key equipment
Healthcare power distribution infrastructure is expensive and maximizing 
the use of this equipment, without compromising healthcare infrastructure 
reliability, is critical for minimising CAPEX.
The right information allows facility operations to:
> Optimise power loading of key equipment
> Safely maximise the loading of power equipment without compromising 

reliability
> Rebalance phase loading to ensure that the full capacity of the circuit is used
> Identify and correct harmonic currents that add to key equipment loading

6.  reinforce patient safety through a centralised operating ward alarm system
> Electrical insulation centralised alarming system reduces electrical shock 

risk to patients
> Prevent overload or overheating situation within the isolated power system
> Track power usage effectiveness in real-time and over time 

1.  Increase patient safety by decreasing the number of unplanned outages
> Identify and track over-subscribed capacity (ex: UPS, generators, 

switchboards, etc.)
> Monitor in real time the electrical single line diagram
> Identify power equipment maintenance needs
> Perform and document regular power equipment testing (ex: generator 

testing)
> Perform root cause analysis on electrical distribution system events (partial 

and full outages) to help reduce the probability of recurrent events

2.  decrease the duration of unplanned outages
> Quickly receive critical power system alarms
> View the critical alarm history sequenced by time to create an action plan to 

resolve the issues
> Understand the cause of the outage and how to resolve

3. Improve the effectiveness of maintenance activities
According to an analysis by the an independent study, using 4,500 events over 
a 15 year period, technician error accounts for 33% of downtime. Ensuring that 
technicians have accurate information prior to, during, and after a maintenance 
activity is critical to minimising technician error.
> View real-time electrical distribution system data for the complete 

maintenance cycle (prior, during and after)

The power Monitoring expert – A smart choice for efficient hospitals
6 Good reasons for using StruxureWare Power Monitoring Expert for Healthcare
Infrastructure reliability is still the foremost priority for patient safety, but reliability is more than just good design... it is essential!

For more details on our Healthcare Solutions, 
mail us at in.campaign@schneider-electric.com


